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Welcome to the first newsletter of the new decade.

Self Service Fuelling!
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slow fill pump meant therebywas
frothing and eventually the tank
on the port side was full. We opted to end here by pressing ticket>
print current receipt> pump used. We then regrouped and set off
from the beginning again with the aim of filling the starboard tank.

DIY and safety equipment
for boaters
Saturday 16th of November saw
Tim Nichols give a talk and
PowerPoint presentation to a
small group of berth holders. He
was most entertaining and
informative. Using real, historical examples of issues that had been
highlighted by small things going wrong the event emphasized the
importance of keeping your boat and equipment in tip top order.
Tim knowledgeably talked us through
the basic items best kept onboard and
offered a few tricks and tips for
responding quickly to prevent the
situation escalating.
One of the most basic but true
suggestions was to check out the lockers and their contents and
have emergency equipment at the top and not buried! There were
tips for putting together cheaply a basic grab bag for example. New
bits of kit, recently introduced to the market were demonstrated and
explained.
Most there were making notes and probably a list for Christmas and
birthdays such was the wealth of items on show! Thank you, Tim
(and Louis who kept the presentation synchronised).
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The winners will each receive a £30 voucher to be usedat Di Lieto’s Coffee Lounge
in Sovereign Harbour
We are looking for photos of your daysin Sovereign Harbour and your Nautical
adventures elsewhere.
The rules aresimple. There will be two categoriestheseare asfollows :
Category 1. Photosmust be of a nautical theme and taken within the boundaries of
Sovereign Harbour in 2019/20
Category 2. Photos must be of nautical theme and taken on your adventuresfar and
wide in 2019/20.

Other Rules.
1. Photos must betaken by a berth holder or a memberof their immediate family.
2. Only one photo per person may be entered .
3. By sending in the photo you are happy for SHBHA to sharethe photo on SHBHA
social media /SHBHA web site andbe published andshown in various forms by
SHBHA.
4. The judge hasfinal say on the winners andno discussion will be enteredinto.
5. Competition closeson the 29th February 2020 and no entries will be accepted
after this date.
6. The winners will eachreceive a £30 voucher to beused at Di Lieto’s Coffee
Lounge in Sovereign Harbour and usedby 31st July 2020.

Dan Heckford Sovereign Harbours Manger haskindly agreedto judge the photos for
us and the winners will be announcedat the Sovereign Harbour berth holders AGM
on the 19th April 2020 wheretheir photoswill be on display.
Pleaseemail your photo to symoncockill@outlook.com
by the closingdate of 29th February 2020 in Jpeg format
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Meet the People - Jill Wakefield
(Boatyard Administrator)
Jill joined the Eastbourne team having been
around the harbour for over 10 years as a berth
holder and more recently as a shore crew
volunteer for the all-weather RNLI lifeboat.
Enjoying the harbour environment and her boating life she thought
she would fit in, especially as she was used to dealing with members
of the public. It also meant no nightshifts!
Prior to life here she worked for fifteen years in patient transport for
the NHS and for the last five years of her employment with them she
was an Emergency Care Supporter with an A&E qualification. Jill was
immensely proud when she passed the exam as she has a fear for
that sort of thing so much so that she underwent hypnosis.
Having said that, the more practical aspects of boating were well
within her grasp and she arrived already qualified in power and keel
boating, navigation, radio, sea survival, first aid, day skipper theory
and ICC with the CEVNI endorsement for moving around on the
continent.
Since she arrived, she has taken a hands-on approach and
become part of the Boatyard team. Thus, she now has
passed the requirements for being at the helm of the
remotely controlled new hoist and driving the forklift.
Currently she undergoing training on the tractor.
She views the organisational aspect of her new post as essential and
thinks that communication is also a key to success. Her favourite
part of her role is to be there to help if she can. Having said that she
dreads being the bearer of bad weather news which means a lift (or
relaunch) will have to be reorganised. Given the recent spell of very
high winds this has been an all too frequent occurrence but she is
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aiming for a trouble and hassle free lift out service operated by a
caring, settled and well-established team. She would like to go home
to bed happy in the knowledge that the day has been filled with
happy customers who know their boat has been treated with care.
Calmly dealing with change is not unknown to Jill and that extends
even to her own sailing. One day, enroute to the next port Jill and
Guy’s yacht was called upon by the French Coastguard to tow a
fishing boat three miles to Honfleur. Having successfully completed
the mission she was amazed at the appreciation they received from
everyone involved. It was a great experience and one she will never
forget.
Another personal event worthy of note that she recalled was when
she was representing the Ambulance Service at a Remembrance
Service at the National Arboretum. She had the forethought to take
with her her father’s National Service number. She typed this in to a
machine and up came on a very large screen the war records of his
time in Japanese Prisoner of War camps. Amazingly, she
subsequently found that that her partner Guy’s Grandfather was
admitted to one of those same camps two days after her own Dad.
What a coincidence!
Jill and Guy own a yacht which they use for holidays but they also
enjoy ski-ing and breaks in hot sunny places. Because she is so
active she rarely reads or listens to music but always has time for
Harley her beloved dog. Unsurprisingly,
given her love of the sea she confesses to
desperately wanting to go around the
world in a clipper.
Although only in post since June 2019 she appreciates the
friendliness of staff and clients and wants to positively influence in
any way she can making Eastbourne the best marina in the Premier
group. She sees working as a team crucial. Keep up the good work,
Jill!
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From the diary and letters of Carole Goldsmith
A self-published account of my early years of
marriage, travelling the oceans with my husband, a
third officer in the British Merchant Navy. A Wife on
the Ocean Wave is compiled from letters to my
parents and my private diary and details my
adventures and encounters over a five year period.
We married on 1 December 1979 long before the
internet and instant global communication. Tours of duty would normally be
4 months on a ship followed by 2 months leave in the UK. News was
received via shortwave radio or letters received in port at intervals of up to
4 weeks. A requirement for ever improved efficiency did not influence every
operational decision and health and safety had yet to become a profession.
In those days officers and crew worked and played hard and I enjoyed every
minute, well almost!
Excerpt from Chapter 1
TEXACO ROME
On New Year’s Eve 1979 we boarded a TWA jumbo
jet bound for New York. I was trying so hard to
appear calm, but inside I was trembling with fear for
what lay ahead. Turbulence during the flight was
horrid but I survived and soon I was seeing the
skyscrapers and non-stop traffic of Manhattan for the first time. To a person
who had barely been outside of the UK, it was hard to believe this was real.
The reality became apparent as soon as the taxi drew up at the docks. There
sitting at anchor was a rather worse for wear tanker. I don’t know what I
was expecting, but this was definitely no cruise liner! We were taken by
launch out to a barge alongside my home for four months. Once onto the
barge, it was a rope ladder up the side of the ship! We boarded at around
midnight and we were helped on board by something looking like the
abominable snowman. It turned out to be the rather chilly second mate.
The temperature was well below freezing.
When the door to our new home was opened, my world fell apart. A cabin
no bigger than an average kitchen and smelling of stale curry. There were
several plates of cold curry under our bunk. The first of many tears came
at that point. Soon after our arrival, Andy had to commence work, so I was
left alone with my thoughts. Well, I only had one; I wanted to go home more
than anything in the world. Trying to join in with the New Year celebrations
was very difficult when engulfed by a feeling of dread.
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Wind the clock forward five years and these are the final paragraphs:
The last job of my trip was to send a telegram to Andy informing him that I
had arrived home safe and well with our car. I didn’t know at the time, but
I was never going to sail on board a Texaco ship again.
I will always be eternally grateful to Texaco Overseas Tankships for
allowing me the privilege of travelling with Andy on board their ships. It has
been one of the highest points in my life so far and I will treasure the
memories forever.
Many, many thanks to all of our wonderful ship mates; it has been a pleasure
to know you all.
Gain a unique insight into life onboard an oil tanker during the 1980s.
The book is available exclusively from Carole Goldsmith
(goldsmiths@tiscali.co.uk) at a price of £4.99.
Post and packing, if required, will be at cost.

Fishy business answers from September Issue
1. A mollusc
2. Herring
3. A marine snail
4. Dolphin
5. Blue whale
6. A fish
7. Dover sole
8. Their gills
9. Whales
10. Pods
11. A fish
12. Eight
13. Their eggs develop outside their mother’s body
14. The whale shark
15. Its tail
16. Herring
17. Its roe
18. Salmon
19. Pilchard
20. Ten
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Start next season with a smart new
Berth Holder’s Burgee
These newly designed super quality
burgees will look great on your boat and
are a real bargain at just £25
… or if you order before the AGM on the 9th April
it will only cost you £20

So save £5 and order yours today!
Email your order to: membership@shbha.co.uk
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like
save a fox
Harbour
to grab

East Sussex Wildlife Rescue & Ambulance Service (WRAS) would
to praise the security staff at Sovereign Harbour who managed to
from drowning in the middle of the night.
staff noticed the fox in the water around midnight and were able
the fox and get it out of the water and into their offices where they
then started warming the fox up.

Out of hours on-call rescuer Karen Francis from East Sussex WRAS took the call
and attended on site. "The staff were brilliant and very caring, they did everything
right. The fox was clearly very cold
and to be honest I didn't think it was
going to survive" said Karen.
Karen took the fox back to WRAS's
Casualty Centre at Whitesmith,
where she finished drying off the
fox and continued warming him up.
After the fox was bedded down and
treated, Karen left the centre
hoping the fox would pull through
and sleep off his experience.
"When I got to the centre this morning, I was amazed and really pleased to see the
fox was up and about and looking so much more alert. If it had not been for the
quick actions of the security staff this fox would have drowned, they saved his life"
said Karen.

Tour of Dover Coastguard Station
On the overcast and chilly morning of 26th October we set
off for our highly anticipated tour of the Dover Coastguard
station. With a lovely group of fellow Sovereign Harbour
berth holders, we were firstly taken to the conference
room with the opportunity to take in it’s magnificent views
across the Channel and even got to see the faint outline
of France. Due to adverse weather conditions affecting the
Dover - Calais Ferry, we weren’t short of ships to watch as they were waiting in the channel.
During the rest of our tour we were shown the highly technological habitat of the Dover
Coastguard team and got to watch the team in action within their various roles. It was quite
something to monitor the level of the roles and responsibilities of such a small team. After
some free time in the Operations Room to have a look around and use the largest fixed
binoculars you have ever seen, we retreated to the aptly named pub, The Coastguard, which
is actually Britain’s nearest pub to France! Where we enjoyed a lovely lunch and chance to
chat as fellow birth holders. A trip that is definitely worth going on given the opportunity.
Thank you very much to Gill Clare for organising.
Sarah Price
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What’s been going on behind the scenes around the marina?
The new barriers are all now installed and in spite of some initial
vandalism are working to restrict access and improve security.
The netting project in the Boardwalk carpark should finally be
finished. Other maintenance kept taking Adam away from completing
this job so it was eventually contracted out. Improvements to the
state of this area should soon be visible.
The marina are looking to have all gates on an alarm system so that
gates that do not close within a set period set off a warning in the
office. This can then be investigated either by CCTV or a walk round.
The bin contractors have been doing their own thing for some time
and have been made to refund payments for bins not emptied. The
dis-satisfaction felt has finally led to the contract being ended and a
new operative being engaged. Hopefully, once the new company
settle down and find their way around the harbour we should see
some improvement in the service provision.
The committee continue to check the standard of cleaning in all
facilities which is not always done to an acceptable standard. The
notes and evidential photographs passed to office are then raised at
the regular management monitoring meetings.
A programme of pontoon cleaning has
been carried out and a large percentage
of the ladders have been cleaned with we
believe just the west outstanding. If you
know better please get in touch with us.
Some inappropriate jet washing by the
operative was reported and a dealt with.
Each ladder has been given a score (1-5) as some are now
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degrading. Six have been replaced and more new ladders will be on
order to replace those that scored the most highly.
Additionally, the area around the charter pontoon has been cleared
thus giving a tidier feel to the whole area.
More training has been put in place in the yard and there has been a
reorganisation of roles and responsibilities. Currently there is one
vacancy but more staff are being trained to ensure that there is
continuity of service especially if the weather is on our side!
The new hoist is much easier to operate via the hand held control
unit and is popular with staff. The hiab is still awaiting an update of
software but this is due in January. The systems should then be fully
in action.
Funding has been agreed to have access controls put on some of the
yard gates in order to control who can come and go.
Money has been set aside for the painting of the bridges which are
looking rather sad.
The planned programme for maintenance on the locks has now been
completed. Several rams have been replaced and some in-situ boring
has taken place.
Unauthorised use of the facilities has been dealt with in
the west but if you see someone you know has no
reason to be on the pontoons or using say for example
the showers then please report it for investigation.
Unfortunately the Fisherman’s Quay project has
come to a standstill due to contractual issues.
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Unrelated but also unfortunately, monitoring of gutting in the locks
and other inside areas has had to be increased. This practice
encourages seagulls and the consequential side effects.
Other bird life has been subjected to the
beady eyes of the birds of prey which have
been back working on the marina. Along
side this the mobile machine has been
employed on other days to try and minimise
the problems caused by migrating birds.
Some down time training on use of the emergency power pack and
the diagnostics that re-sync the lock gates has taken place.
You may see changes happening in the under-used west harbour
carpark which is to be opened up to allow some public access. An
on-site meeting is planned between SHBHA and the Marina Manager
to decide on the new layout of the area to ensure there are always
spaces for berth holders.

Boat Jumble
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Thanks go to Tim and his son, Louis who had put together a
Powerpoint presentation to accompany the talk.

RNLI Coffee Morning 2019
The Coffee Morning and Presentation of the Hampers to the
coxswain and crew of our local lifeboat,
Diamond Jubilee was a happy affair. Well
attended and with a range of different
mincepies and savouries many used the
opportunity to buy gifts or cards from the
pop up RNLI sales team. Others sought
advice from the Sea Safety team (soon to be rebranded the Water
Safety Team!) about concerns, issues or worries they had.
Chairman Sue sang a little ditty she had
written to a well-known Christmas tune
by way of delivering our thanks to the
crew members present. Everyone joined
in with the chorus and it really
demonstrated how we appreciate how
easily things can go wrong and how ready the crew are to help.
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The Christmas sacks full of tea, coffee, sugar,
cup-a soups, biscuits and other high energy
bites were handed over to keep the crew going
on or after shouts.

Sovereign Shines 2019
The weather again didn’t favour those of us
who join in with the seasonal activity of
lighting up our boats. Gale force winds and
torrential rain played havoc with most people’s
plans. Some scaled back their idea, some gave up
in the face of adversity. Others nobly soldiered on
and there were some very good efforts. I fall into
the school of ‘I’ll join in but have no intention of
being a winning contender’. Others go full throttle
and hope to win the excellent prize of a lift wash,
block and relaunch. Who can blame them? I even
heard today of one boatowner who is already on the case of his next
year’s effort! The challenge is on!
Premier this time built on the idea and enhanced the annual event
with a Christmas Market and the introduction of a reindeer family.
December 13th was cold but at least dry and very popular with
families, the old and the young alike. Festive fun with roasted
chestnuts and choirs, Father Christmas, food and drink, gifts;
something for everyone.
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Coming soon!!!!!!!!
January 25th 2020
An opportunity to attend one of the three
defibrillator training sessions. The use of this
kit may save someone’s life………….
Session A 09.00, Session B 11.00,
Session C 13.00
BOOKING ESSENTIAL @
membership@SHBHA.co.uk
February 8thth 2020 Splosh! This
may help you save your own life! The
chance to jump in to the water and
learn some self-preservation
techniques. Life rafts, throw gear and
other items all provided for you to try.
Supported by the Sea Safety team.

Booking is also essential for this event
See the website poster for full information

March 7th 2020 Passage planning
- Help is at hand….
A hands-on, practical exercise for beginners in
planning a passage to use in the summer

Another opportunity to visit Dover
Coastguard if you missed out last time
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Flares Amnesty and Boat Jumble
plus lots more!

Dispose of your flares legally and locally
at this event jointly organised with Premier .
More information to follow but note the important date
Saturday 28th March
10.00-2.00
There will be free life
jacket checks available
during this event.
Bring yours with you……

It may save your life!
Radar and Radio courses with discounts, Petanque
Competition and BBQ, personal safety talk with flares
practice and discounts, Dinghy Do’s, Cruise and Meet events,
Halloween BBQ, are all in the planning machine for 2020!!!!

April 19th AGM A chance to look
back and ahead…….
SHBHA Annual General Meeting
Sovereign Harbour Berth-Holders’ AGM will be
held in the Sovereign Suite at the Sovereign
Harbour Yacht Club on SUNDAY 19TH
APRIL
If you have any item/s that you would like placed on the agenda for the
meeting then written notice must be given to the SHBHA Secretary,
Mr David Baird, Flat 3, 18 Magdalen Road, St Leonards on Sea TN 37 6EP

NO LATER THAN 4th March 2020
The meeting agenda and information on the accounts will be sent to all
members in early April 2020
There will be the opportunity to meet a member of the Marina staff and
complimentary coffee/tea and cakes will be available. Members can avail
themselves of drinks before and afterwards in the bar but regretfully these
will not be free!
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Your Officers and Committee work voluntarily to help
you enjoy Sovereign Harbour. We ask you to encourage
others to join and keep the Association strong.
Chairman &
West Harbour Rep

Sue Sydney

(WS17)

Sovereign Star

Vice Chairman &
Central rep

Gill Clare

(G23)

Morning Mist

Membership Secretary Nigel Dumbell

(F30)

Tipsy Tart

Secretary

David Baird

(J9)

Lobster III

Treasurer
Assistant Editor

Lorraine Elliott (WS16)

Big Bubble

Webmaster

Lloyd Austin

Sea Runner

Newsletter Editor

Melanie Cockill (F44)

North Harbour
South Harbour
(WT17)

Carribbean Blue

Committee members
Rob Walker-Richmond

(WS08)

Always There

Symon Cockill

(F44)

Carribbean Blue

All members of the committee and officers can be contacted via the website

and on a final note….
Royal Yachting Association
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